
Find these animals which are
at risk of becoming extinct
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Q.What are these animals? 
Fill in the missing letters

Find the animals & tick the boxes
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EXTINCT GALLERY
Follow the trail around the Yorkshire Museum.

Find this skeleton
Q.What is the name of

this extinct bird?

A.

Name:LITERACY TRAIL FOR KEY STAGE ONE PUPILS

Q.Write a sentence to describe what they are?

A.

Find these...

Yorkshire Museum
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Find the Great auks!

Q.Use numbers to order the
story of the Great Auks...

A man found the nest
but the eggs were broken.

Three men found the
Great Auks.

The Great Auks became extinct.

Two men chased the birds
and killed them.

Find the cat

Q.What type
of cat is in
the picture?

A.
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Watch the
video about the
Golden frogQ.What does the

Golden frog do
with his arm?

A.

6
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A.

Choose a Roman
on the video

ROMAN GALLERY
Go back into the Central Hall Entrance space.

7 Find the statue at the
front of central hall 

Q.What is the name
of the Roman God
Statue?

A.M 

Q.He is the God of what?
(circle your answer)

A. LOVE   SKY   WAR

Can you find
this mythical
creature mosaic?

Q.He has the head of a

A. B 

10 Find the coins
in the next room

Q.What animal can
you see on the coin?
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Q.What job does
that Roman do?

A.

A.
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CAESAR

CAESAR
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Q.What is this object for?

CAESAR
CAESAR

Yorkshire Museum

Dress up as a Roman
and walk around the
mosaic floor

Choose a character
from the list below:

A rich, powerful person

An old, poor person

A slave



Watch the
animated video

MEDIEVAL GALLERY
Go down the stairs to continue the trail.
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Q.Who built two castles in York?
(circle your answer)

A. HENRY THE EIGHTH

B. WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR 

1.

2.

Find the tiles

Q.What part of the butterfly is missing?

A.H 
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Find the
Middleham Jewel

Q.Name two materials
it is made from

Draw the missing part on the tile.

15

List the name of two rings you
find in the medieval gallery

A.

17
Find this badge

Q.Why did people wear
the boar badge? 

A.

14
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18 Go to the window and look at the abbey ruins outside

Q.How many spaces for
windows can you see? 

Q.What kind of coloured windows do you think
they had? (Clue – think of church windows) 

A.

Draw a picture for one of the abbey windows and colour it in at school

19
Tell a friend all about your
favourite part of the museum

MEDIEVAL GALLERY

20 What was your favourite
thing in the museum? 

A.

A.

Yorkshire Museum


